
Some observations on gear controls for Hercules and Brampton 3-speed  

hub gears. 

Early Hercules 3-speed hubs used a version of the 1930's S-A black & chrome top 

tube control with an "HC" cover plate, (see photo below) . 

                                                 

A comprehensive Hercules 3-speed maintenance brochure dated 1/48 shows only the 

top tube quadrant control as available at that time. (See diagram below). 

         

  At this date the hub shown would have been from the tail end of the A Type series. 

The top tube control appears to 

have been available throughout 

the Hercules A Type & B Type 

production period and possibly 

with the Hercules-badged S-A 

SW hubs of 1957/58.                       
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A Brampton hub brochure dated March 1954 also shows a similar top tube control still 

running in parallel with the Brampton "Speedy Switch" handlebar control.  The logo on 

this is not distinct but appears more likely to be "Brampton" rather than "HC".  I 

cannot be sure on this point as I have never seen one "in the flesh". 

           

In 1947 Hercules filed a patent application GB633969 covering a new handlebar 

control which became the "Synchro Switch" 
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Early versions of the Synchro Switch went on sale with the wording "PROV.PATENT" 

on the cover plate and these were also offered independently of the hubs as retro fit 

items to replace earlier top tube controls (see 1949 advert below).  Outside of Tube 

Investments group companies, BSA were also offering a similar deal with their first 

version Snap Control.  There was also a version with H N L stampings reversed for 

use with the Herailleur 3-speed derailleur gear. 

        

                         

I have found no evidence of the existence 

of any Hercules or Brampton handlebar 

controls prior to the introduction of the 

Synchro Switch.  S-A triggers would have 

worked happily with either hub. 

The introduction of the Synchro Switch 

coincides with the last year of the A Type 

Hercules hubs. 
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When the patent was granted, the cover stamping was revised to include the patent 

number. 

       

Examples of the patented  version exist with "Brampton" stampings, but I have not 

come across a PROV.PATENT Brampton model. 

          

 

In 1948 & 1952 Hercules filed two further patent applications, GB661889 & GB717398 

for revised handlebar control designs out of which came the "Hercumatic Gear 

Control" in the Hercules plated version and the "Brampton Speedy Switch" in the 

Brampton plated model.  Copies of the written specifications are shown below. 

                            

The absence of the PROV.PATENT 

version may relate to the fact that I 

have been unable to locate any  

evidence of Brampton-badged hubs 

that appear to date from earlier than 

1950. 
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Without the corresponding drawings, I find the above two patent specifications 

somewhat confusing, because, although the patent number marked on the controls is 

661889, the workings seem to correspond more with the wording of GB717398. 
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Although similar in principle to the S-A trigger, the internals are slightly different as 

shown in the sketches produced by Jim Gill & as shown below. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Although I have no direct experience of the problem, I have heard reports that the coil 

spring arrangement was a bit of a weak link in the design. 
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As with the Brampton brochure featured earlier, a Hercules spares sheet from the 

1950's also shows the top tube quadrant listed in parallel with the Hercumatic 

handlebar control. 
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The change from Synchro Switch to Hercumatic control took place at the end of 1952 

so as to appear in the 1953 Hercules catalogue.  Presumably the same dating would 

apply to the Brampton Speedy Switch version. 

                                                                             

  1952 catalogue page - print date 11/51         1953 catalogue page - print date 11/52 

    Note that the Herailleur is now shown with a conventional down tube lever. 

The foot of the final page of the 1957 Hercules catalogue, print date 11/56, still shows 

the Hercules 3-speed hub, and the Hercumatic control as being available. 
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With the major consolidation of the U.K. cycle industry in the period 1956-60 there 

was a great deal of rationalisation and one area hard hit was the variety of 3-speed 

hub gears available. 

To date I have not been able to find evidence of any Brampton or Hercules hubs dated 

later than 1956. 

 

      

However, certainly by 1957, Sturmey-Archer were producing Hercules badged 

versions of the SW hub, and, in a very short space of time, Hercules and  Brampton, 

(and BSA), 3-speed hubs were history. 

 

         

 

I have a vague recollection of once also having a BSA badged SW, but I can't 

substantiate this with any photographic evidence, so I may well be wrong on this 

point.  
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 Sets of Hercules badged SW installation & maintenance instructions were also 

produced. 

                                  

Following the takeover of the BSA group by Raleigh, by February 1957 BSA were 

offering alternatives of BSA or S-A hub gears.  By the date, the latter must have been 

the SW.  However by 1959 they were fitting S-A only, and by 1960 they were using the 

S-A AW hub.    

This wider use of the S-A hubs brought about the introduction of Hercules & BSA 

badged versions of the then current S-A small pattern trigger control, both stamped 

with the relevant S-A patent numbers. 
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Versions of this trigger also exists with a "Speedy Switch" stamping but without the 

S-A patent numbers, so they may not have been of S-A manufacture. It could have 

been a retro item offered as a replacement for faulty earlier Brampton Speedy switch 

controls. 

      

 

 

NOTE:- This article should ideally be read in conjunction with its sister article "Some 

observations regarding the dating of Hercules 3-speed hubs and their relationship to 

the Brampton equivalent" 

 

© Dave White - October 2021. 
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